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1. Introduction. In this note we settle a question from the theory

of pseudo-analytic functions which was left open in the original

formulation of the theory [2; 3].2

We first recall the basic definitions. Let £(z), G(z) be two complex-

valued functions defined in a domain fi of the z = x+iy plane. (£, G)

is called a generating pair if the partial derivatives Fx, Gx, Fy, Gv

exist and satisfy a Holder condition, and if Im (FG)>0. A function

w(z) defined in a subdomain DC.Q admits the unique representation

(1.1) w(z) = <b(z)F(z) + «Kz)G(z)

with real <j> and \p. It is called regular pseudo-analytic in D if at every

point Zo of D the (£, G) -derivative

w(z) -<b(zo)F(z) -^(zo)G(z)
w(zo) =   um -

2->z0 z — Zo

exists (and is finite). The class of pseudo-analytic functions is closed

under addition, multiplication by real constants, and bounded con-

vergence.

The theory of pseudo-analytic functions parallels closely classical

function theory to which it reduces for F=l,G=i. It bears the same

relationship to the general theory of linear partial differential equa-

tions of second order and elliptic type as classical function theory

does to that of the Laplace equation. In fact, the function (1.1) is

pseudo-analytic if and only if </> and \p satisfy the equation

(1.2) F(<bX   +    i<by)   +  G(Px   +    ity)    =    0

and every linear equation

a$xx + 2b$xy + c$yy + <M>x + e$y + /$ = 0,       ac - b2 > 0,

with sufficiently smooth coefficients a(x, y), • • • ,f(x, y) can be re-
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duced, at least locally, to the form (1.2).

The generating pair (£, G) is called normal if fl is the whole finite

z-plane, £(z) and G(z) are bounded, for some a> 1 the partial deriva-

tives Fx, • • • , Gv are 0(\ z\ ~") as z—>•» (which implies that the limits

£(»), G(<x>) exist), and Im {F(<x>)G(«>) } >0. w(z) is called pseudo-

analytic at z= » if it is single-valued, pseudo-analytic, and bounded

for £ < | z| < + oo. This implies that the limit w( a> ) exists.

In what follows we assume a fixed normal generating pair. Our

aim is to establish the analogues of the Taylor and Laurent expan-

sions for pseudo-analytic functions.

2. Similarity principle. Formal powers. A fundamental property of

pseudo-analytic functions is expressed by the following theorem

(stated here for the case of normal generating pairs).

Similarity principle. Let w(z) be single-valued and pseudo-analytic

in a domain D, except perhaps for isolated points. Then there exists an

analytic function which is regular in D, except perhaps for isolated

points, and a function S(z) which is continuous on the closure D of D,

such that

(2.1) w(z) m S(z)f(z),

(2.2) 0 < 1/K ^ \S(z)\ ^ £

where K is a constant depending only on (£, G). Conversely, if f(z) is

single-valued and regular analytic in D, except perhaps at isolated

points, then there exists a function S(z) satisfying the preceding condi-

tions such that w(z) defined by (2.1) is pseudo-analytic at all regular

points of f(z) in D. If one of the functions f or w is given, S may be

chosen so that S(z0) = 1 at a preassigned point z0 of D.

Applying this theorem to the function f(z) = a(z — z0)n, where re is

an integer and aj^O, and taking for D the finite z-plane, we conclude

that there exists a pseudo-analytic function

(2.3) w(z) = Z<n)(a, z0;z)

such that

(2.4) Zw(a, z0; z) ~ a(z — z0)n, z—>zo,

Z<-n)(a, zo; z)
-—--   g £.

a(z — Zo)"

It is easy to show that the function (2.3) is determined uniquely. We

also set

(2.5)
1

— <
K ~
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Z<»>(0, Zo! 8) ■ 0.

The global formal powers defined above satisfy the relations

Z™(a, zo; z) = \£(z) + pG(z),       X£(z0) + ¡jG(zo) = a

where X and ¡x are real constants, and

Z<">(a' + ia", zo; z) = tf'Z<»>(l, z0; z) + a"Z^(i, z0; z),

if a' and a" are real.

The similarity  principle also  implies  the existence of pseudo-

analytic functions

w(z) = Z<-n)(a, z0;z)

("global formal power normalized at infinity") satisfying the rela-

tions

2<">(0, z0; z) m 0,

and for a¿¿0

2(n)(a, z0; z) ~ azn, z—><»,

1
— <
£ ~

¿<»>(a, zo; z)
^ K.

a(z — zo)n

It is not difficult to show that

(2.6) 2^(a, z0; z) = Z^(â, zo; z)

where 5 depends on a, Zo, and re, and 5 = 0 if and only if a = 0.

3. The expansion theorem. Taylor coefficients. We shall prove the
following:

Expansion theorem. Let w(z) be a regular pseudo-analytic function

defined for \z — z0| <£. Then it admits a unique expansion of the form

OO

(3.1) w(z) = 2>{n)(«». zo;z)
n-0

which converges for \z—z0| <£.

Consider first an arbitrary series

(3.2) ¿Z<»>(«„,zo;z).
n=0

It follows from (2.5) that this series converges uniformly and ab-
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solutely in every closed subdomain within the circle of convergence of

the series

00

(3.3) X)«n(z-zo)"
n=0

(provided it has a positive radius), and diverges at every point out-

side this circle (provided the series (3.3) does not converge every-

where). Assume now that (3.2) converges for some z^Zo. Its sum,

say w(z), is then pseudo-analytic in some neighborhood of z0 and it

follows from (2.4) that

ao = w(zo),

n-l

(3.4) w(z) -22zM(ar,zo;z)
»—i

an =   Inn  ->   n = 1, 2, • • • .
z^zo (z — Zo)n

This implies the uniqueness part of the expansion theorem.

Next, let w(z) be any pseudo-analytic function defined in the

neighborhood of z0. By virtue of the similarity principle, if w(z0) =0

and w(z)¿éO, then w(z)~a(z — z0)n for some a^O and some positive

integer re. We conclude that the numbers {a„\ given by (3.4) exist.

We call them the Taylor coefficients of w(z) at Zo. It is clear that the

Taylor coefficients depend linearly on the function, that is, that if

w*(z) has the Taylor coefficients {a*}, the Taylor coefficients of

\w(z)+pw*(z) are {Xa„+¿ua£}, X and p. being real constants. Also,

«o=ai= • ■ • =0 if and only if w(z)=0. Hence if the coefficients a„

of (3.2) are the Taylor coefficients of w(z), (3.1) holds within the

circle of convergence of (3.3).

The following statement is proved in [2].

Lemma A. Let w(z) be pseudo-analytic and bounded by M in absolute

value for \z — z0\ <£. Let {«„} be defined by (3.4). Then

i      i /^Yl*|í*(T)

where £i is a positive constant depending only on (£, G).

In view of what was said above, this implies a weaker form of the

expansion theorem, with the convergence of (3.1) established only for

\z — Zo\ <R/K~i. On the other hand, the expansion theorem will be

completely proved once we verify the following lemma.

Lemma B. Under the hypotheses of Lemma A
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MK
\a"\=-r— Rn

where K is the constant occurring in the statement of the similarity prin-

ciple.

4. Proof of the expansion theorem. We first establish the following

lemma.

Lemma C. For some fixed a, za, f ^z0 let [ßn] be the Taylor coefficients

of the function Zi~V)(a, f; z) at z0. Then

\a\ ,      . \a\K
(4-1) „, ,     ..    =      ßn \£

- r.n   n+1£|f-zo|"+1 If-zo

We assume that a^O (otherwise there is nothing to prove) and for

some fixed re>0 consider the pseudo-analytic function

n-l

W(z) = Z<-»(a, f; z) - LZ<'>(/S„ z0; z).
r-0

This function is regular everywhere except at z = f and z= oo where

a
W(z) ~-> z —> f,

z-r

IT(z) = 0(| zI"-1), «-»».

By virtue of the similarity principle we may state that W(z) =S(z)q(z)

where

5(f) = 1,      l/£ ^ | S(z) | g £,

and g(z) is a rational function of degree at most n. Since

W(z) =0(|z-zo|"), Z-+ZO,

we have that

a(z- zo)n
q(z) =-

(z - rxr - z»)-

But

W(s) o5(z0)
/3„ =   lim

*-*„ (z - z»)" (X - Zo)n+1

which implies (4.1). For «=0 the statement follows directly from

(2.5).
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In order to prove Lemma B we may assume without loss of general-

ity that w(z) is continuous for \z—z0| ^£. Now if a pseudo-analytic

function is continuous on the closure of a bounded domain D bounded

by a piecewise continuously differentiable curve T, then the Cauchy

formula

w(z) = -  fz<-»tf^, f;zl
Jr I   2iri ;

holds for z££. The integral on the right-hand side is to be inter-

preted as

-JoZ   \—TT- 'Usy'Ts

where

r = Us), Ogigi,

is the parametric representation of V in terms of its arc-length. Apply-

ing this to the domain | z — z0| ^£, and representing the integral as a

limit of Riemann sums, we see that

(4.2) w(z) =  lim wif(z)
W-.00

where

1   *
Wn(z) = — 22Z{~l)\w(zo + Re2'"iN)Re2'i"iN, z0 + Re2™iN; z).

N ,=i

Let [o^] be the Taylor coefficients of Wn(z) at z=Zo- By Lemma

C

of) .      KM
(4.3) ,«¿ 'i =—•

But by (2.5) we have that \wN(z)\ ^2KM for |z-z0| ^£/2, and

since bounded convergence of pseudo-analytic functions implies uni-

form convergence in every closed subdomain, (4.2) holds uniformly

for | z—z0| <£/3. Applying Lemma A to the difference [w(z) — wn(z) ]

and the domain \z—z0\ <R/3, we conclude that

lun a„     = a„,

so that Lemma B (and hence also the expansion theorem) follows

from (4.3).
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5. Laurent series. Let w(z) be pseudo-analytic for \z—Zo\ >R

(that is, also at z= <»). Using the method of §§3, 4 we can show that

(5.1) w(z) = èz<-«>(T»,zo;z),
n-0

the series converging for | z—z0| >£, and the coefficients being given

by

7o = w(°°),

yn = lim |z"   w(z) - 22 %w(*i-*, zo! z) B- , re = 1, 2, • • • .

In view of (2.6) the expansion (5.1) may also be written in the form

00

w(z) = 22z(~n\*n, zo;z).
n=0

Now let w(z) be single-valued and pseudo-analytic for £i< | z — Zo|

<£2- It is known (and easy to show using the Cauchy formula re-

ferred to in the preceding section) that w(z) admits the unique repre-

sentation w(z) =Wi(z)+w2(z), Wi(z) and w2(z) being regular pseudo-

analytic functions defined for |z—z0| >£i and \z—z0| <R2, respec-

tively, and such that Wi(°°) =0. Using the preceding results we ob-

tain the following theorem.

Expansion theorem for the ring. Let w(z) be a single-valued

pseudo-analytic function defined for £i<]z—z0| <R2. Then it admits

a unique expansion of the form

+»
w(z) = 22 Z<-n)(<xn, zo;z),

n=—oo

converging for £i < | z—z0| <£2-

The expansion near an isolated singularity (£i = 0 or £2 = + °o ) is

included in this result.

6. Remarks. (1) The Taylor coefficients of a pseudo-analytic func-

tion can be defined by formulas involving higher (£, G)-derivatives,

instead of the formulas (3.4). We prefer here the present definition

since it extends to the case z0 = <», and also to the case when at z0

the generators (£, G) fail to have derivatives but behave so that the

similarity principle still holds.

(2) We emphasize that in this note we deal with global formal

powers only. Expansion theorems involving local formal powers (for
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instance the theorems of [S] and [4]) are independent of the present

results.

(3) Our original proof of the expansion theorem was based on the

method of "principal coefficient sequences" [l]. While we could dis-

pense with this method here, it will be of importance in obtaining

deeper results (like gap theorems) for series of the form (3.1). These

questions will be considered separately.
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